Survey Details
The transportation survey was distributed to all full-time building occupants via email at the beginning of the typical workday on Thursday, April 24th, 2014. The survey was administered after a specific 7-day period in order to identify alternative transportation trends of regular building occupants during the typical 5-day workweek (for most, that is Monday—Friday), and also the alternative transportation trends of visitors during days associated with the highest volume of visitor traffic (Sunday—Thursday). It is important to note that the ratio between library visitors and library employees (regular building occupants) is quite large. Regular occupants make up less than 2% of the total occupants in the building. The Alternative Transportation Survey collected 140 responses from library visitors and only 42 responses from regular building occupants.

Survey Results
The alternative transportation rate found by the visitors’ survey responses was greater than that of the regular building occupants’ responses. The weighted overall alternative transportation rate was 93.69%. This alternative transportation rate exceeds the 70% recommended by the relevant LEED credit.